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Abstract
In this article, we present the Menpo 2D and Menpo 3D benchmarks, two new datasets for multi-pose 2D and 3D facial landmark
localisation and tracking. In contrast to the previous benchmarks such as 300W and 300VW, the proposed benchmarks contain
facial images in both semi-frontal and profile pose. We introduce an elaborate semi-automatic methodology for providing
high-quality annotations for both the Menpo 2D and Menpo 3D benchmarks. In Menpo 2D benchmark, different visible
landmark configurations are designed for semi-frontal and profile faces, thus making the 2D face alignment full-pose. In
Menpo 3D benchmark, a united landmark configuration is designed for both semi-frontal and profile faces based on the
correspondence with a 3D face model, thus making face alignment not only full-pose but also corresponding to the real-
world 3D space. Based on the considerable number of annotated images, we organised Menpo 2D Challenge and Menpo 3D
Challenge for face alignment under large pose variations in conjunction with CVPR 2017 and ICCV 2017, respectively. The
results of these challenges demonstrate that recent deep learning architectures, when trained with the abundant data, lead to
excellent results. We also provide a very simple, yet effective solution, named Cascade Multi-view Hourglass Model, to 2D
and 3D face alignment. In our method, we take advantage of all 2D and 3D facial landmark annotations in a joint way. We
not only capitalise on the correspondences between the semi-frontal and profile 2D facial landmarks but also employ joint
supervision from both 2D and 3D facial landmarks. Finally, we discuss future directions on the topic of face alignment.
Keywords 2D face alignment · 3D face alignment · Menpo challenge
1 Introduction
Facial landmark localisation and tracking on images and
videos captured in unconstrained recording conditions is a
problem that has received a lot of attention during the past
few years. This is attributed to the fact that it is a neces-
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sary pre-processing step for many applications such as face
recognition (Taigman et al. 2014), facial behaviour analysis
(Eleftheriadis et al. 2016b, a), lip reading (Chung and Zisser-
man 2016; Chung et al. 2017), 3D face reconstruction (Booth
et al. 2016, 2017, 2018) and face editing (Shu et al. 2017),
just to name a few.
Currently, methodologies (Xiong and De la Torre 2013;
Ren et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2016a; Trigeorgis et al. 2016;
Güler et al. 2017; Bulat and Tzimiropoulos 2017a, b; Honari
et al. 2018) that achieve good performance in facial landmark
localisation have been presented in recent top-tier com-
puter vision conferences (e.g., CVPR, ICCV, ECCV). This
progress would not be feasible without the efforts made by
the scientific community to design and develop both bench-
marks with high-quality landmark annotations (Sagonas et al.
2013, 2016; Belhumeur et al. 2013; Le et al. 2012; Zhu and
Ramanan 2012; Köstinger et al. 2011), as well as rigorous
protocols for performance assessment.
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The recent benchmarks 300W (Sagonas et al. 2013) and
300VW (Shen et al. 2015) are amongst the most popular
datasets for facial landmark localisation and tracking and are
widely used by both the scientific community and the indus-
try (Trigeorgis et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2016a; Ren et al. 2014;
Xiong and De la Torre 2013; https://megvii.com; https://
www.sensetime.com).
The 300W benchmark was developed for the correspond-
ing 300W competition held in conjunction with ICCV 2013.
It provides publicly available annotations for images, which
originate from the following “in-the-wild” datasets:
– Labeled Face Parts in the Wild (LFPW) dataset (Bel-
humeur et al. 2013). Since LFPW provides only the
source links to download the images and not the actual
images, only 1035 images were available (out of 1287).
– Helen dataset (Le et al. 2012) which consists of 2330 high
resolution images downloaded from the flickr.com
web service.
– The Annotated Faces in-the-wild (AFW) (Zhu and
Ramanan 2012) dataset which consists of 250 images
with 468 faces.
– Two new datasets, namely the IBUG dataset and the
300W test set. IBUG consists of 135 images. In addition,
300W test set consists of 300 images captured indoors
and 300 images captured outdoors. The 300W test set
was publicly released with the second version of the com-
petition (Sagonas et al. 2016).
In total, the 300W benchmark provides 4350 “in-the-wild”
images that contain around 5000 faces. The faces have been
annotated using the 68 landmark frontal face markup scheme
shown in Fig. 3a.1
The next competition on the topic was held in conjunc-
tion with ICCV 2015 and revolved around facial landmark
tracking “in-the-wild”. The challenge introduced the 300VW
benchmark (Shen et al. 2015). The 300VW benchmark
consists of 114 videos and 218,595 frames. For a recent com-
parison of the state-of-the-art in 300VW, the interested reader
may refer to Chrysos et al. (2018). The 68 frontal face markup
scheme was also used for annotating the faces of the 300VW
benchmark. Even though the data of 300W and 300VW had
a large impact in the computer vision community, there are
still two obvious limitations. More specifically, the pose vari-
ations and the data size were limited.
In 300W and 300VW, the data were annotated using only
the semi-frontal shape (68 landmarks), and there are few
faces in extreme poses (e.g. full profile face images). Large-
pose face alignment is a very challenging task, until now
there are not enough annotated facial images in arbitrary
1 Please note that this markup scheme had been also used in Multi-PIE
dataset (Gross et al. 2010).
Fig. 1 Landmark annotation on
face contour between 2D and
3D views. Red annotation is
from 2D view, and green
annotation is from 3D view
(Color figure online)
poses, especially with a large number of landmarks. Anno-
tated Facial Landmarks in the Wild (AFLW) (Koestinger
et al. 2011) provides a large-scale collection of annotated
face images gathered from Flickr, exhibiting a large vari-
ety in appearance (e.g., pose, expression, ethnicity, age,
gender) as well as general imaging and environmental con-
ditions. In total, about 25k faces are annotated with up to
21 landmarks, but excluding coordinates for invisible land-
marks, causing difficulties for model training. Although all
invisible landmarks are manually annotated in Zhu et al.
(2016a), there is no landmark annotation along the face con-
tour. In Zhu et al. (2016b), a large-scale training dataset in
profile views are synthesised from the 300W dataset with
the assistance of a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM). How-
ever, the generated profile face images have artifacts that
affect the alignment accuracy. In Jeni et al. (2016), a 3D
landmark localisation challenge was organised in conjunc-
tion with ECCV 2016. However, it mainly revolved around
images that have been either captured in highly controlled
conditions or generated artificially (i.e., rendering a 3D
face captured in controlled conditions using arbitrary back-
grounds).
In this paper, we introduce multi-view 2D and 3D facial
landmark annotations to facilitate large-pose face alignment.
As shown in Fig. 1, we consider two kinds of annotation
schemes. The first one is the 2D scheme (Red). That is, facial
landmarks are always located on the visible face bound-
ary. Faces which exhibit large facial poses are extremely
challenging to annotate under this configuration because the
landmarks on the invisible face side stack together. To this
end, we used different 2D landmark annotation schemes for
semi-frontal and profile faces. The second one is the 3D
scheme (Green). Since the invisible face contour needs to be
consistent with 3D face models, labelling the self-occluded
3D landmarks is quite difficult for human annotators. To this
end, we present an elaborate semi-automatic methodology
for providing high-quality 3D annotations with the assistance
of a state-of-the-art 3DMM model fitting method (Booth et al.
2016).
In order to train recent deep learning architectures, such
as ResNets (He et al. 2016) and Stacked Hourglass (Newell
et al. 2016), large-scale training data are required. However,
the training data provided in 300W and 300VW are quite lim-
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Fig. 2 Some extremely challenging examples (e.g. a pose, b occlusion, c expression, d illumination) from the proposed Menpo dataset
ited. To facilitate the training of face alignment models, we
provide a large number of facial images with 2D and 3D land-
mark annotations. In this paper, we make a significant step to
face alignment and propose a new comprehensive large pose
and large-scale benchmark, which contains both semi-frontal
and profile faces, annotated with their corresponding 2D and
3D facial shapes. We introduce an elaborate semi-automatic
methodology for providing high-quality 2D and 3D facial
landmark annotations. The annotations have been used to
set two new benchmarks and two challenges, i.e. Menpo
2D and Menpo 3D. In the Menpo 2D challenge, the par-
ticipants had access to over 10k annotated semi-frontal faces
images (300W and Menpo challenge training data) and 1906
annotated profile images. In the Menpo 3D challenge, the
participants had access to around 12k annotated face images
and around 280k annotated face frames with regards to the
3D annotation scheme. We outline the results achieved by
the participants of the Menpo 2D and 3D challenges. The
results demonstrate that recent deep learning architectures,
when trained with the abundant data of the Menpo chal-
lenges, lead to excellent results. Finally, we also propose a
new, simple and very strong baseline, named Cascade Multi-
view Hourglass Model, for 2D and 3D face alignment. In
our method, we not only capitalise on the correspondences
between the semi-frontal and profile 2D facial landmarks but
also employ joint supervision from both 2D and 3D facial
landmarks. Finally, we discuss future directions on the topic
of face alignment.
2 Menpo 2D andMenpo 3D Benchmarks
In this section, we present the Menpo 2D and Menpo 3D
benchmarks, in terms of the datasets used, the adopted land-
mark configurations, as well as the creation of ground-truth
landmark annotations.
2.1 Datasets
The datasets of Menpo 2D and Menpo 3D benchmarks
include face images and videos under completely uncon-
strained conditions, which exhibit large variations in pose,
occlusion, expression and illumination. In Fig. 2, we illustrate
some extremely challenging examples from the proposed
Menpo dataset. In fact, these four factors have a significant
influence on the local facial appearance and thus affect the
local feature for a particular face alignment model.
– Pose Large pose variations can cause heavy self-
occlusion, and some facial components such as half of
the facial contour can even be completely missing in a
profile face.
– Occlusion Occlusion frequently happens on facial con-
tour and some facial organs (e.g. sunglasses on eyes and
food on mouths) under uncontrolled conditions. Heavy
occlusions can bring great challenges to the in-the-wild
face alignment as the facial appearance can be locally
changed or even completely missing.
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– Expression Some inner facial components (e.g. mouth
and eyes) have their own variation patterns. Especially,
mouth shape is largely affected by some expressions (e.g.
supervise and happy), thus it is very challenging for face
alignment under exaggerated expressions.
– Illumination Illumination changes (e.g. intensity and
direction variations) can significantly alter the facial
appearance, and even make some detailed textures miss-
ing.
In more detail, the dataset of Menpo 2D Benchmark
consists of the following:
– Image Training Set 5658 semi-frontal and 1906 profile
facial images from AFLW (Koestinger et al. 2011) and
FDDB (Jain and Learned-Miller 2010).
– Image Test Set 5335 semi-frontal and 1946 profile facial
images from AFLW (Koestinger et al. 2011) and FDDB
(Jain and Learned-Miller 2010).
Furthermore, the dataset of Menpo 3D Benchmark con-
sists of the following:
– Image Training Set 337 images from the Annotated
Faces in-the-wild (AFW) (Zhu and Ramanan 2012), 1035
images from the Labeled Face Parts in the Wild (LFPW)
(Belhumeur et al. 2013), 2300 images from Helen (Le
et al. 2012), 135 images from IBUG (Sagonas et al. 2013),
600 images from 300W (Sagonas et al. 2013, 2016) and
7564 images from Menpo 2D training dataset (Zafeiriou
et al. 2017b).
– Video Training set 55 videos from 300VW (Shen et al.
2015).
– Video Test Set 111 in-the-wild videos manually collected
from YouTube.
It is worth noting that for Menpo 3D, the test set contains
only videos because this is a tracking challenge. However,
an image training set is also provided, which give the ability
to participants to train their methods on not only videos but
also images.
In Table 1, we list the details (e.g. year, size and annota-
tions) of several previously famous face alignment datasets,
ranging from the controlled 2D datasets to the recent in-the-
wild challenging 2D datasets and 3D datasets.
Early 2D face alignment datasets [e.g. XM2VTS (Messer
et al. 1999), BioID (Jesorsky et al. 2001), FRGC (Phillips
et al. 2005), PUT (Kasinski et al. 2008), BUHMAP-DB (Aran
et al. 2007), MUCT (Milborrow et al. 2010) and Multi-PIE
(Gross et al. 2010)] are collected under controlled conditions
with neutral expression, frontal pose and normal lighting. On
these controlled datasets, the classic approaches [e.g. ASM
(Cootes et al. 1995), AAM (Cootes et al. 2001) and CLM
(Cristinacce and Cootes 2006)] have set up state-of-the-art
performance, and face alignment under controlled conditions
has been well-solved by now.
Recently, some uncontrolled datasets [e.g. LFW (Huang
et al. 2008), AFLW (Köstinger et al. 2011), LFPW (Bel-
humeur et al. 2013), AFW (Zhu and Ramanan 2012), HELEN
(Le et al. 2012), COFW (Burgos-Artizzu et al. 2013; Ghi-
asi and Fowlkes 2015), 300-W (Sagonas et al. 2013, 2016),
300VW (Shen et al. 2015), MTFL (Zhang et al. 2014), MAFL
(Zhang et al. 2016b)], which exhibit large appearance varia-
tions due to pose, expression, occlusion and illumination, are
introduced to investigate the problem of 2D face alignment
in-the-wild. From the competition results of 300W (Sagonas
et al. 2013, 2016), we can find that cascade regression based
methods (Xiong and De la Torre 2013; Yan et al. 2013; Deng
et al. 2016) and deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
(Zhou et al. 2013; Fan and Zhou 2016) set up the state-of-the-
art performance for the in-the-wild 2D face alignment. On the
Menpo 2D challenge (Zafeiriou et al. 2017c), we provide a
large-scale and multi-pose dataset, and more advanced deep
convolutional structures (Yang et al. 2017; He et al. 2017)
are designed to improve the robustness of 2D face alignment
in the wild.
Due to the inconsistency of the 2D facial landmark con-
figuration under large pose variations, 3D facial landmarks
are introduced into face alignment (Zhu et al. 2016c). Zhu
et al. (2016c) proposed a method to synthesise large-scale
training samples in profile views [300W-LP (Zhu et al.
2016c)] and employed CNN to fit the dense 3D face model
to facial images. In Zafeiriou et al. (2017a), an elaborate
semi-automatic methodology was proposed to provide high-
quality 3D landmark annotations for face images and videos.
From the results of the Menpo 3D challenge (Zafeiriou et al.
2017a), we find stacked hourglass network (Xiong et al.
2017) once again set up state-of-the-art performance.
2.2 Adopted Landmark Configurations
We adopt four different types of landmark configurations:
– Semi-frontal2D landmarks, which we use in the Menpo
2D benchmark.
– Profile 2D landmarks, which we also use in the Menpo
2D benchmark.
– 3DA-2D (3D Aware 2D) landmarks, which we use in the
Menpo 3D benchmark.
– 3D landmarks, which we also use in the Menpo 3D
benchmark.
In more detail, Semi-frontal 2D landmarks correspond to
the traditional facial landmarks as typically used in the liter-
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Table 1 Datasets for face
alignment Datasets Year Faces Points
XM2VTS (Messer et al. 1999) 1999 2360 68
BioID (Jesorsky et al. 2001) 2001 1521 20
FRGC (Phillips et al. 2005) 2005 4950 68
PUT (Kasinski et al. 2008) 2007 9971 30
BUHMAP-DB (Aran et al. 2007) 2007 2880 52
MUCT (Milborrow et al. 2010) 2010 3755 76
Multi-PIE (Gross et al. 2010) (Semi-frontal) 2010 6665 68
Multi-PIE (Gross et al. 2010) (Profile) 2010 1400 39
LFW (Huang et al. 2008) 2007 13,233 10
AFLW (Köstinger et al. 2011) 2011 25,993 21
LFPW (Belhumeur et al. 2013) 2011 1432 29
AFW (Zhu and Ramanan 2012) 2012 205 6
HELEN (Le et al. 2012) 2012 2330 194
COFW (Burgos-Artizzu et al. 2013) 2013 1007 29
COFW (Ghiasi and Fowlkes 2015) 2015 507 68
300-W (Sagonas et al. 2013, 2016) 2013 3837 68
300VW (Shen et al. 2015) 2015 218k 68
MTFL (Zhang et al. 2014) 2014 12,995 5
MAFL (Zhang et al. 2016b) 2016 20,000 5
Menpo 2D (Zafeiriou et al. 2017c) (Semi-frontal) 2017 10,993 68
Menpo 2D (Zafeiriou et al. 2017c) (Profile) 2017 3852 39
AFLW2000-3D (Zhu et al. 2016c) 2016 2000 68
300W-LP (Zhu et al. 2016c) 2016 61,225 68
Menpo 3D (Zafeiriou et al. 2017a) 2017 11,971 + 280k 84
ature [e.g. in 300W (Sagonas et al. 2013, 2016) and 300VW
(Shen et al. 2015) challenges]. They are suitable for poses
that are frontal or relatively close to frontal (semi-frontal).
This configuration consists of the 68 landmarks (Gross et al.
2010) depicted in Fig. 3a. In case of self-occlusions, these
landmarks are placed on the face contour and are annotated
along the visible face edges, as shown in Fig. 5a.
In case of views that are nearly profile, the traditional
2D landmarks are not suitable, because a large number of
landmarks is self-occluded. Therefore, we use Profile 2D
landmarks, which are especially designed for profile faces.
This configuration consists of the 39 landmarks (Gross et al.
2010) depicted in Fig. 3b, c.
Even though the above landmark configurations corre-
spond to semantically meaningful parts of the face, many
of the landmarks are hardly associated with the real 3D
geometry of the human face. On contrary, 3D landmarks
and 3DA-2D landmarks correspond directly to the 3D struc-
ture of the human face. 3D landmarks are defined as the
3D coordinates of the facial landmarks, therefore they bare
information regarding the depth of the 3D face. In addition,
3DA-2D landmarks are defined as the 2D projections of the
3D landmarks on the image plane, see Fig. 5b. The configu-
ration of 3D landmarks and 3DA-2D landmarks consists of
the 84 landmarks shown in Fig. 4, which is fixed indepen-
dently from the facial pose. Compared to the 68 landmark
configuration in 2D landmarks (semi-frontal), this configu-
ration includes 16 additional landmarks on the facial contour,
which correspond to a linear interpolation (in 3D space) of
the original 17 landmarks on the facial contour (Fig. 5).
2.3 Creation of Ground-Truth Semi-frontal and
Profile 2D Facial Landmarks
We created ground-truth Semi-frontal 2D and Profile 2D
landmarks on the images of training and test sets of the
Menpo 2D benchmark with the following procedures.
For semi-frontal images, the Semi-frontal 2D landmarks
were extracted using a semi-automatic process similar to
Sagonas et al. (2013). But instead of an Active Appearance
Model (AAM) (Cootes et al. 2001), the method we used was
the Mnemonic Descent Method (MDM) (Trigeorgis et al.
2016). In more detail, we trained the model of MDM on
the 300W dataset (Sagonas et al. 2013) and then applied it
on the images to localise the landmarks. Finally, the output
landmarks were inspected and corrected manually using the
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Fig. 3 Landmark configuration for the Menpo 2D benchmark. Semi-frontal face images are annotated by 68 landmarks, and profile face images
are annotated by 39 landmarks. a Semi-frontal 2D landmarks (68), b left profile 2D landmarks (39), c right profile 2D landmarks (39)
Fig. 4 Configuration for 3D and 3DA-2D landmarks, used in the Menpo 3D benchmark. The configuration includes 84 landmarks. It is independent
from the facial pose and corresponds directly to the 3D structure of the human face. a Frontal pose, b left yaw pose, c right yaw pose
landmarker.io2 annotation tool that was developed by
our group, as shown in Fig. 6a.
Regarding profile face images, we manually annotated
many images from scratch (around 1200), as there was
no publicly available in-the-wild image dataset with pro-
file annotations. Same as semi-frontal faces, we used these
images to conduct a semi-automatic procedure to annotate
the remaining profile images. In more detail, we trained a
model of MDM on the annotated profile images. We applied
it on the remaining images and then made manual corrections
using landmarker.io, as illustrated in Fig. 6b, c.
Finally, using the extracted ground-truth landmarks, the
images were cropped in a region around the face and the
cropped facial images were provided for training and testing.
2 https://www.landmarker.io/.
2.4 Creation of Ground-Truth 3DA-2D and 3D Facial
Landmarks
As already presented, the Menpo 3D benchmark consists of
both images (used in the training set) and videos (used in
training and test sets). In this section, we present the semi-
automated procedure that we adopted to create ground-truth
3DA-2D and 3D landmarks on the images and videos of the
Menpo 3D benchmark. These are based on fitting our LSFM
models (Booth et al. 2016), the largest-scale 3D Morphable
Model (3DMM) of faces, on videos and images. We focus
our presentation on the case of videos, since this is the most
challenging and interesting case for the Menpo 3D bench-
mark. Please note however that in Sect. 2.4.5, we also provide
details for the case of images of the Menpo 3D benchmark.
The core steps of extracting accurate 3D landmarks from
facial videos are depicted in Fig. 7. Initially, we employ a
DCNN network (Deng et al. 2017) to estimate the per frame
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Fig. 5 Visual comparison of the a semi-frontal 2D landmarks (68) and b 3DA-2D landmarks (84), using examples from frames of videos of the
300VW dataset
Fig. 6 Examples of manual refinement of semi-frontal 2D (a) and profile 2D (b, c) landmarks using the landmarker.io annotation tool. a
Semi-frontal 2D landmarks, b left profile 2D landmarks, c right profile 2D landmarks
3DA-2D landmarks. The automatic personalisation method
of Chrysos et al. (2015) is utilised for refining certain facial
parts (e.g. the eyes). Afterwards, an energy minimisation
method was used to fit our combined identity and expression
models on the landmarks of all frames of the video simulta-
neously. We apply this fitting twice, first by using the global
LSFM model for the identity variation and second by using
the corresponding bespoke LSFM model, based on manual
annotation of the demographics of the input face. We then
sample the dense facial mesh that is generated by the fit-
ting result at every frame on the sparse landmark locations.
Finally, we provide manual feedback by visually inspecting
the results and keeping only those that are plausible across
all frames of a video. More details follow in the subsequent
sections.
2.4.1 Dense 3D Face Shape Modelling
Let us denote the 3D mesh (shape) of a face with N vertexes
as a 3N × 1 vector
s =
[
xT1, . . . , x
T
N
]T = [x1, y1, z1, . . . , xN , yN , zN ]T, (1)
where xi = [xi , yi , zi ]T are the object-centred Cartesian
coordinates of the i th vertex.
In this work, we unbundle the identity from the expression
variation and then combine them to articulate the 3D facial
shape of any identity. An identity shape model is considered
first, i.e. a model of shape variation across different individu-
als, assuming that all shapes are under neutral expression. For
this, we adopt our LSFM models (Booth et al. 2016), which
consist of the largest models of 3D Morphable Modelling
(3DMM) of facial identity built from approximately 10,000
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Fig. 7 Main steps of the adopted pipeline to create ground-truth 3D
facial landmarks on videos. We are based on a state-of-the-art landmark
localisation method and an energy minimisation approach to fitting pow-
erful dense 3D face models on the sequence of landmarks. a Input video,
b landmark localisation, c camera estimation (rigid SfM), d dense 3D
shape estimation, e sampling of 3D shape on face landmarks
scans of different individuals. The dataset that LSFM models
are trained on includes rich demographic information about
each subject, allowing the construction of not only a global
3DMM model but also bespoke models tailored for specific
age, gender or ethnicity groups. In this work, we utilise both
the global and the bespoke LSFM models.
Each LSFM model (global or bespoke) forms a shape
subspace that allows the expression of any new mesh. To
construct such a LSFM model, a set of 3D training meshes
are brought into dense correspondence so that each mesh is
described with the same number of vertices and all samples
have a shared semantic ordering. The rigid transformations
are removed from these semantically similar meshes, {si },
by applying Generalised Procrustes Analysis. Sequentially,
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is performed which
results in {s¯id , Uid , 6id}, where s¯id ∈ R3N is the mean shape
vector, Uid ∈ R3N×n p is the orthonormal basis after keep-
ing the first n p principal components and 6id ∈ Rn p×n p is
a diagonal matrix with the standard deviations of the corre-
sponding principal components. Let U˜id = Uid6id be the
identity basis with basis vectors that have absorbed the stan-
dard deviation of the corresponding mode of variation so that
the shape parameters p = [p1, . . . , pn p
]T
are normalised to
have unit variance. Therefore, assuming normal prior distri-
butions, we have p ∼ N (0, In p ), where In denotes the n × n
identity matrix.
A 3D shape instance of a novel identity can be generated
using this PCA model as a function of the parameters p:
Sid(p) = s¯id + U˜idp. (2)
Furthermore, we also consider a 3D shape model of
expression variations, as offsets from a given identity shape
Sid . The blend shapes model of Facewarehouse (Cao et al.
2014a) are utilised for this module. We adopt Nonrigid
ICP (Cheng et al. 2017) to accurately register this model
with the LSFM identity model. Then, the expression model
can be represented with the triplet
{
s¯exp, Uexp, 6exp
}
, where
s¯exp ∈ R3N is the mean expression offset, Uexp ∈ R3N×nq is
the orthonormal expression basis having nq principal com-
ponents and 6exp ∈ Rnq×nq is the diagonal matrix with the
corresponding standard deviations. Similarly with the iden-
tity model, we consider the basis U˜exp = Uexp6exp and the
associated normalised parameters q ∼ N (0, Inq ).
Combining the two aforementioned models, we end up
with the following combined model that represents the 3D
123
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Fig. 8 Principal components of the LSFM global model under identity
and expression variations, using the first 3 principal components for
identity and the first 2 components for expression. Note that the first
row corresponds to the identity model only
facial shape of any identity under any expression:
S(p, q) = s¯ + U˜idp + U˜expq, (3)
where s¯ = s¯id + s¯exp is the overall mean shape, p is the
vector with the identity parameters and q is the vector with
the expression parameters. We construct one combined iden-
tity and expression model for each LSFM model (global or
bespoke). For example, Fig. 8 visualises the first few compo-
nents of identity and expression for the case of global LSFM
model.
2.4.2 Camera Model
The purpose of a camera model is to project the object-
centred Cartesian coordinates of a 3D mesh instance s into
2D Cartesian coordinates on an image plane.
The projection of a 3D point x = [x, y, z]T into its 2D
location in the image plane x′ = [x ′, y′]T involves two steps.
First, the 3D point is rotated and translated using a linear view
transformation to bring it in the camera reference frame:
v = [vx , vy, vz
]T = Rvx + tv, (4)
where Rv ∈ R3×3 and tv = [tx , ty, tz]T are the camera’s
3D rotation and translation components, respectively. This
is based on the fact that, without loss of generality, we can
assume that the observed facial shape is still and that the
relative change in 3D pose between camera and object is
only due to camera motion.
Then, the camera projection is applied. For the sake of
computational efficiency and stability of the estimations, we
consider a scaled orthographic camera, which simplifies the
involved optimisation problems by making the camera pro-
jection function to be linear. In more detail, the 2D location
of the 3D point x′ is given by:
x′ = σ [vx , vy
]T
, (5)
where σ is the scale parameter of the camera. Note that, since
in the scaled orthographic case the translation component tz
is ambiguous, we will consider it fixed and omit it from the
subsequent formulations.
In addition, we represent the 3D rotation Rv using the
three parameters of the axis-angle parametrisation q =
[q1, q2, q3]T. The projection operation performed by the cam-
era model of the 3DMM can be expressed with the function
P(s, c) : R3N → R2N , which applies the transformations of
Eqs. 4 and 5 on the points of provided 3D mesh s with
c = [σ, q1, q2, q3, tx , ty
]T ∈ R6 (6)
being the vector of camera parameters with length nc = 6.
For abbreviation purposes, we represent the camera model
of the 3DMM with the function W : Rn p,nc → R2N as
W(p, q, c) ≡ P (S(p, q), c) , (7)
where S(p, q) is a 3D mesh instance using Eq. 3. Finally,
we denote by W(p, q f , c f ) : Rn p,nc → R2L , where L is the
number of the considered sparse landmarks, the selection of
the elements of W(p, q, c) that correspond to the x, y and
z coordinates of the 3D shape vertices associated with the
facial landmarks.
2.4.3 LSFM Fitting on Videos: Energy Formulation
To achieve highly-accurate fitting results, even in especially
challenging cases, we design an energy minimisation strategy
that is tailored for video input and exploits the rich dynamic
information usually contained in facial videos. Since these
estimations are intended for the creation of ground-truth and
we are not constrained by the need of real-time performance,
we follow a batch approach, where we assume that all frames
of the video are available from the beginning.
Let  f =
[
x1 f , y1 f , . . . , xL f , yL f
]T be the 2D facial
landmarks for the f -th frame estimated by the method of
Bulat and Tzimiropoulos (2016). Even though we consider
the identity parameters p as fixed over the frames of the
video, we expect that every frame has its own expression,
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camera, and texture parameters vectors, which we denote by
q f , c f and λ f respectively. We also denote by qˆ, cˆ and λˆ
the concatenation of the corresponding parameter vectors
over all frames (with n f being the number of frames of
the video): qˆT =
[
qT1, . . . , q
T
n f
]
, cˆT =
[
cT1, . . . , c
T
n f
]
and
λˆ
T =
[
λT1, . . . ,λ
T
n f
]
.
To fit a 3D face model on the facial landmarks, we propose
to minimise the following energy:
Eˆ(p, qˆ, cˆ) = Eˆland(p, qˆ, cˆ)
+ Eˆpriors(p, qˆ) + csm Eˆsmooth(qˆ),
(8)
where Eˆland, Eˆpriors and Eˆsmooth are a multi-frame 2D land-
marks term, a prior regularisation term and a temporal
smoothness term, respectively. Also csm is a balancing weight
for the temporal smoothness term.
The 2D landmarks term (Eˆland) is a summation of the
re-projection error of the sparse 2D landmarks for all frames:
Eˆland(p, qˆ, cˆ) =
n f∑
f =1
∥∥Wl(p, q f , c f ) −  f
∥∥2 . (9)
The shape priors term (Eˆpriors) imposes priors on the
reconstructed 3D facial shape of every frame. Since the facial
shape at every frame is derived from the (zero-mean and unit-
variance) identity parameter vector p and the frame-specific
expression parameter vector q f (also zero-mean and unit-
variance), we define this term as:
Eˆpriors(p, qˆ) = cˆid ‖p‖2 + cexp
n f∑
f =1
∥∥q f
∥∥2
= cˆid ‖p‖2 + cexp
∥∥qˆ∥∥2 ,
(10)
where cˆid and cexp are the balancing weights for the prior
terms of identity and expression respectively.
The temporal smoothness term (Eˆsmooth) enforces smo-
othness on the expression parameters vector q f by penalising
the squared norm of the discrimination of its 2nd temporal
derivative. This corresponds to the regularisation imposed in
smoothing splines and leads to naturally smooth trajectories
over time. More specifically, this term is defined as:
Eˆsmooth(qˆ) =
n f −1∑
f =2
∥∥q f −1 − 2q f + q f +1
∥∥2 =
∥∥∥D2qˆ
∥∥∥
2
,(11)
where the summation is done over all frames for which the
2nd derivative can be expressed without having to assume
any form of padding outside the temporal window of the
video. Also D2 : Rnq n f → Rnq (n f −2) is the linear oper-
ator that instantiates the discretised 2nd derivative of the
nq -dimensional vector q f . This means that D2qˆ is a vec-
tor that stacks the vectors (q f −1 − 2q f + q f +1), for f =
2, . . . , n f − 1. It is worth mentioning that we could have
imposed temporal smoothness on the parameters c f , λ f too.
However, we have empirically observed that the temporal
smoothness on q f , in conjunction with fixing the identity
parameters p over time, is adequate for accurate and tem-
porally smooth estimations. Following the Occam’s razor
principle, our design choice is to avoid expanding the energy
with additional unnecessary terms, and it keeps the number
of hyper-parameters as low as possible.
2.4.4 Optimisation of Energy Function
As described next, we first estimate the camera parameters cˆ
(see Fig. 7c) and afterwards the shape parameters (p, qˆ) (see
Fig. 7d).
Camera Parameters Estimation In this initial step, we solely
consider the 2D landmarks term Eˆland, which is the only term
of the energy Eˆ(p, qˆ, cˆ) that depends on cˆ. We minimise Eˆland
by assuming that the unknown facial shape is fixed over all
frames, but does not necessarily lie on the subspace defined
by the combined shape model of Eq. (2). In other words,
the facial shape S is considered to have 3N free parameters,
corresponding to the 3D coordinates of the N vertices of
the 3D shape. However, since in this step the energy that
is minimised involves only the sparse landmarks, only the
3D coordinates of the vertices that correspond to the sparse
landmarks can actually be estimated. (i.e., 3L parameters in
total for the 3D shape).
Note that the estimation of the rigid shape is only done
to facilitate the camera parameters’ estimation, which is the
main goal of this step. The assumption of facial shape rigid-
ity during the whole video is over-simplistic. However, as
verified experimentally, it provides a very robust initialisa-
tion of the camera parameters even in cases of large facial
deformation, provided that it is fed with significant amount
of frames. This is due to the nature of physical deformations
observed in human faces, which can be modelled as relatively
localised deviations from a rigid shape.
Under the aforementioned assumptions, the 2D landmarks
term can be written as:
Eˆland(Srig, ˆ) =
∥∥∥L̂ − ˆSrig
∥∥∥
2
F
, (12)
where ‖·‖2F denotes the Frobenius norm and Srig is a 3 × L
matrix with the unknown sparse rigid shape, where every
column of Srig contains the 3D coordinates of a specific
landmark point. Also, L̂ is a 2n f × L matrix that stacks the
matrices L˜ f ( f = 1, . . . , n f ), which are the re-arrangements
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of the landmarks vectors ˜ f into 2 × L matrices:
L̂ =
⎡
⎢⎣
L˜1
...
L˜n f
⎤
⎥⎦ , L˜ f =
[
x˜1 f . . . x˜L f
y˜1 f . . . y˜L f
]
. (13)
Note that, without loss of generality, the landmarks L˜ f are
considered to have their centroid at the origin (0, 0). This
means that the landmark coordinates (x˜i f , y˜i f ) are derived
from the original coordinates (xi f , yi f ) after subtracting their
per-frame centroid.
In addition, ˆ =
[
T1 . . .
T
n f
]T
is a 2n f × 3 matrix
that stacks the scaled orthographic projection matrices  f ∈
R
2×3 from all the frames f . The matrix  f is derived by the
first two rows of the 3D rotation matrix Rv of the camera [see
Eq. (4)], after multiplying them with the scale parameter σ f
of the camera for the frame f . Therefore, an orthogonality
constraint should be imposed on each  f :
 f Tf = σ 2f I2, for some σ f > 0, f = 1, . . . , n f . (14)
To summarise, our goal is to minimise Eˆland as described
in Eq. (12) with respect to Srig and ˆ, under the constraints
of Eq. (14). For this, we employ a simple yet effective rigid
Structure from Motion (SfM) approach (Webb and Aggarwal
1982): we solve the problem based on a rank-3 factorisation
of the matrix L̂.
Regarding the translation part of the camera motion, its
x and y components at frame f are derived by the centroid
of the original landmarks  f that has been subtracted in the
computation of the landmarks L˜ f in Eq. (13). This can be
easily verified as the optimal choice. Regarding the z com-
ponent of the translation, this is inherently ambiguous due to
the orthographic projection, therefore we fix it to a constant
value over all frames.
Finally, to yield the camera parameters that will be used
in conjunction with the shape model of Eq. (2), we perform a
rigid registration between the model’s mean shape s¯id (sam-
pled at the vertices that correspond to the landmarks) and
the rigid shape Srig estimated by SfM. The similarity trans-
form that registers the two sparse shapes is recovered using
Procrustes Analysis and then combined with each frame’s
similarity transform that is estimated by SfM. This yields
a sequence of estimated camera parameters c1, . . . , cn f . As
the final processing for this initialisation step, this sequence
is temporally smoothed by using cubic smoothing splines.
Shape Parameters Estimation Using the estimation of cam-
era parameters cˆ, we minimise the energy Eˆ of Eq. (8) with
respect to the shape parameters p and qˆ. This is a linear least
squares problem that we can solve very efficiently. In more
detail, we can write Eˆ as follows:
Eˆ(p, qˆ)
= c
n f∑
f =1
∥∥∥(IL ⊗  f
) (
s¯() + U˜()id p + U˜()expq f
)
−  f
∥∥∥
2
+ cˆid ‖p‖2 + cexp
∥∥qˆ∥∥2 + csm
∥∥∥D2qˆ
∥∥∥
2
, (15)
where s¯(), U˜()id , U˜
()
exp are matrices with the rows of s¯, U˜id ,
U˜exp respectively that correspond to the x , y and z coordi-
nates of 3D shape vertices associated with facial landmarks.
Also, “⊗” denotes Kronecker product, such that the multi-
plication with the 2L × 3L matrix IL ⊗  f implements the
application of the camera projection  f on each one of the
L landmarks.
Note that the sparse landmarks, in conjunction with the
adopted high-quality shape models, are able to yield surpris-
ingly plausible estimations of the dynamic facial shape, in
most of the cases. However, in some very challenging case
(e.g. frames with very strong occlusions or gross errors in
the landmarks), this sparse information might not be ade-
quate for satisfactory results. One way to compensate for
that would be to increase the regularisation weights cˆid and
cexp. Nevertheless, this would strongly affect also the non-
pathological cases, where the results are plausible either way,
leading to reconstructed shapes and expressions that would
be too similar with the mean shape s¯. To avoid that, we follow
a different approach by keeping the regularisation weights as
low as in the main optimisation and imposing the following
box constraints:
|(p)i | ≤ Mp, i = 1, . . . , n p,∣∣(q f )i
∣∣ ≤ Mq , i = 1, . . . , nq and f = 1, . . . , n f , (16)
where (·)i denotes the selection of the i th component from a
vector. Also, Mp and Mq are positive constants correspond-
ing to the maximum values allowed for the components of
identity and expression parameter vectors respectively. These
are set so that the corresponding components do not attain
a value higher than a certain number of standard deviations
(e.g. 4). These constraints are activated only in pathological
cases and do not play any role in all the rest cases, which
actually are the vast majority. Note also that they are only
used in this initialisation step, since when the dense texture
information is used as input, they are not required.
To summarise, our goal here is to minimise the energy Eˆ of
Eq. 15 with respect to the shape parameters p and qˆ under the
constraints of Eq. 16. This corresponds to a large-scale lin-
ear least squares problem of the form argminx ‖Ax − b‖2,
under bound constraints on x, where the matrix A is sparse.
We solve this problem efficiently by adopting the reflective
Newton method of Coleman and Li (1996).
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2.4.5 LSFM Fitting on Images
For the images of the Menpo 3D benchmark, we are based
on the “in-the-wild” 3DMM fitting strategy that we recently
introduced (Booth et al. 2017). Our procedure is similar to
the work of Zhu et al. (2016c), where a facial 3DMM is fitted
on the 2D landmarks and used in order to train a DCNN for
the estimation of the 3D facial surface. However, in contrast
to Zhu et al. (2016c), our 3DMM fitting strategy not only uses
the facial landmarks but also the facial texture. Furthermore,
in order to improve accuracy we annotated every image with
regards to (a) gender, (b) ethnicity and (c) apparent age and
used the corresponding bespoke LSFM model (Booth et al.
2016) for fitting. In conclusion, this procedure yielded esti-
mated identity p and expression q parameters of the bespoke
LSFM model for every image.
2.4.6 Facial Landmark Sampling and Re-projection for
Images and Videos
After having estimated the shape parameters (p, q) for any
image or any video frame from the Menpo 3D dataset, the
estimated dense facial mesh in the model space can be syn-
thesised by the model as S(p, q) = s¯ + U˜idp + U˜expq. The
ground-truth 3D landmarks S are then extracted by keeping
the elements of S that contain the x,y and z coordinates of
vertices that correspond to the facial landmarks. Note that
for the extraction of the 3D landmarks we do not apply the
camera parameters, meaning that these landmarks lie on the
normalised model space. The reprojected ground-truth 2D
landmarks (i.e., the 3DA-2D landmarks) are expressed in the
image space, therefore to extract them we utilise the esti-
mated camera parameters c and apply the camera function
P(·) to S. This corresponds to the quantity W(p, q, c).
Via visual inspection of both the dense 3D and the re-
projected sparse 2D landmarks results, we choose the best
of the two results (global versus bespoke identity models).
Finally, in order to retain this result as ground-truth, we
require that it is perfect in terms of visual plausibility, oth-
erwise, we omit it. In the case of videos, we make sure that
this requirement is met over all video frames.
In conclusion, following our proposed approach, we are
able to extract high-quality ground-truth 3DA-2D and 3D
facial landmarks for images and videos. We have tested our
approach in simulated videos and it provided high accuracy
(sub-millimetre accuracy for some landmarks). Furthermore,
in the videos of both training and test set, the parameter esti-
mation and fitting was performed in the whole video, however
we have exported the 3DA-2D and 3D only in the first couple
of thousand frames, hence there was information only avail-
able to us (latent for participants) to ensure the high quality
of our estimations.
3 Menpo 2D Challenge
Having introduced the Menpo 2D Benchmark, this section
provides a detailed presentation of the Menpo 2D Challenge,
in terms of the evaluation metrics used, the participants and
the results of the challenge. Finally, we conclude this section
by presenting our proposed method for 2D landmark locali-
sation, which was not included in the challenge since we were
the organisers. Please note that we organised the Menpo 2D
Challenge in conjunction with CVPR 2017 conference.
The Menpo 2D Challenge consisted of two categories:
– localisation of Semi-frontal 2D landmarks in semi-frontal
facial images.
– localisation of Profile 2D landmarks in profile facial
images.
3.1 EvaluationMetrics
The standard evaluation metric for landmark-wise face align-
ment is the normalised point-to-point root mean square
(RMS) error:
(sˆ, s∗) =
1√
NL
‖sˆ − s∗‖2
dscale
, (17)
where sˆ and s∗ are the estimated and ground-truth shape
vectors containing all NL facial landmarks, ‖.‖2 is the 2
norm, and dscale is a normalisation factor to make the error
scale-invariant. For the last three face alignment competitions
(Sagonas et al. 2013, 2016; Shen et al. 2015), the inter-ocular
distance was used as the normalisation factor. However, the
inter-ocular distance fails to give a meaningful evaluation
metric in the case of profile views as it becomes a very small
value in the 2D image. Therefore, we employed the face diag-
onal as the normalisation factor, which not only achieves
scale-invariance but also is more robust to changes of the
face pose. This is defined as the length of the diagonal of
the bounding box that that tightly surrounds the ground-truth
landmarks s∗. It can be mathematically written as:
dscale =
∥∥∥∥
(
max
i
(x∗i ) − mini (x
∗
i ) , maxi
(y∗i ) − mini (y
∗
i )
)∥∥∥∥
2
,
(18)
where x∗i and y∗i are the x and y coordinates respectively of
the i th ground-truth landmark and the maxima and minima
are computed over all landmarks i .
Many works on the topic (Ren et al. 2014) report just the
average of the error in (Eq. 17). We believe that mean errors,
particularly without accompanying standard deviations, are
not a very informative error metric as they can be highly
biased by a low number of very poor fits. Therefore, we
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provide our evaluation in the form of Cumulative Error Dis-
tribution (CED) curves. Apart from the mean value, we are
also reporting further statistics of the errors of each method,
such as the Standard Deviation (Std), the Median, the Median
Absolute Deviation (MAD), the Maximum Error, the area-
under-the-curve (AUC) (up to error of 0.05) measure of the
CED curve and the Failure Rate (We consider any fitting
with a point-to-point error greater than 0.05 as a failure). We
believe that for the problem of face alignment, these errors
metrics are much more representative and provide a much
more clear image of the performance of each method.
3.2 Participants
In the Menpo 2D challenge, we allowed entries from the
participants in either semi-frontal or profile challenge (i.e.,
they do not need to submit in both challenges to be consid-
ered eligible). We provided the training data accompanied
by the corresponding landmark annotations around 30th of
January 2017. The test data were released around 22nd of
March 2017 and included only the facial images without
the corresponding annotations. Furthermore, we provided
information regarding whether every image was considered
semi-frontal or profile. The participants were allowed to sub-
mit results (i.e., the facial landmarks) in a tight schedule after
the release of the test data, up until the 31st of March 2017.
After this date, the challenge was considered finished. In
total, we had 9 participants to the challenge of semi-frontal
faces and 8 participants to that of profile faces. In the follow-
ing, we will briefly describe each participating method. We
use an abbreviation based on the name of the first author of
the paper.
– X. Chen The method in Chen et al. (2017) proposed a
four-stage coarse-to-fine framework to tackle the facial
landmark localisation problem in-the-wild. In the first
stage, they predict the facial landmarks on a coarse level,
which sets a good initialisation for the whole framework.
Then, the key points are grouped into several compo-
nents and each component is refined within the local
patch. After that, each key point is further refined with
multi-scale local patches cropped according to its near-
est 3-, 5-, and 7-neighbours, respectively. The results
are further fused by an attention gate network. Since the
facial landmark configuration is different for semi-frontal
and profile faces in the menpo 2D challenge, a linear
transformation is finally learned with the least square
approximation to adapt the predictions to the competi-
tion’s subsets.
– X. Shao The method in Shao et al. (2017) used a deep
architecture to directly detect facial landmarks without
using face detection as an initialisation. The architecture
consists of two stages, a basic landmark prediction stage
and a whole landmark regression stage. At the former
stage, given an input image, the basic landmarks of all
faces are detected by a sub-network of landmark heatmap
and affinity field prediction. At the latter stage, the coarse
canonical face and the pose are generated by a Pose
Splitting Layer based on the visible basic landmarks.
According to its pose, each canonical state is distributed
to the corresponding branch of the shape regression sub-
networks for the whole landmark detection.
– Z. He The method in He et al. (2017) proposed an
effective facial landmark detection system, recorded as
Robust Fully End-to-end Cascaded Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (RFEC-CNN), to characterise the complex
non-linearity from face appearance to shape. Moreover,
a face bounding box invariant technique is adopted to
reduce the landmark localisation sensitivity to the face
detector while a model ensemble strategy is adopted to
further enhance the landmark localisation performance.
– Z. Feng The method in Feng et al. (2017) presented
a four-stage framework (face detection, bounding box
aggregation, pose estimation and landmark localisation)
for robust face detection and landmark localisation in
the wild. To achieve a high detection rate, two publicly
available CNN-based face detectors and two propri-
etary detectors are employed. Then, the detected face
bounding boxes of each input image are aggregated to
reduce false positives and improve face detection accu-
racy. After that, a cascaded shape regressor, trained using
faces with a variety of pose variations, is then employed
for pose estimation and image pre-processing. Finally,
another cascaded shape regressor is trained for fine-
grained landmark localisation, using a large number of
training samples with limited pose variations.
– J. Yang The method in Yang et al. (2017) explored a
two-stage CNN model for robust facial landmark local-
isation. First, a supervised face transformation network
is adopted to remove the translation, scale and rotation
variation of each face, in order to reduce the variance
of the regression target. Then, a deep convolutional neu-
ral network named Stacked Hourglass Network (Newell
et al. 2016) is explored to increase the capacity of the
regression model.
– M. Kowalski The method in Kowalski et al. (2017) used a
VGG-based Deep Alignment Network (DAN) for robust
face alignment. This method uses entire face images at all
stages, contrary to the recently proposed face alignment
methods that rely on local patches. The use of entire face
images rather than patches allows DAN to handle face
images with large variation in head pose and difficult ini-
tialisation. DAN consists of multiple stages, where each
stage improves the locations of the facial landmarks esti-
mated by the previous stage.
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Fig. 9 Quantitative results (CED curves) on the test set of the Menpo 2D Benchmark for both semi-frontal (left) and profile (right) results
Table 2 Key statistics of the
performance of the participants
on semi-frontal faces (68-points
markup)
Methods Mean Std Median MAD Max error AUC0.05 Failure rate
Yang et al. (2017) 0.0120 0.0060 0.0107 0.0022 0.1453 0.7624 0.0024
He et al. (2017) 0.0139 0.0260 0.0111 0.0023 0.9624 0.7478 0.0096
Wu and Yang (2017) 0.0135 0.0095 0.0120 0.0024 0.5098 0.7337 0.0036
Kowalski et al. (2017) 0.0138 0.0157 0.0120 0.0023 0.6312 0.7337 0.0049
Chen et al. (2017) 0.0200 0.0756 0.0120 0.0026 1.2799 0.7290 0.0111
Xiao et al. (2017) 0.0159 0.0201 0.0133 0.0027 0.6717 0.6986 0.0081
Shao et al. (2017) 0.0165 0.0235 0.0138 0.0027 0.9612 0.6913 0.0101
Feng et al. (2017) 0.0182 0.0179 0.0149 0.0033 0.4661 0.6586 0.0186
Zadeh et al. (2017a) 0.0205 0.0340 0.0143 0.0035 0.9467 0.6479 0.0409
Bold value indicates best result
– A. Zadeh The method in Zadeh et al. (2017a) used a novel
local detector, Convolutional Experts Network (CEN), in
the framework of Constrained Local Model (CLM) for
face alignment in the wild. This method brings together
the advantages of deep neural architectures and mixtures
of experts in an end-to-end framework.
– S. Xiao The method in Xiao et al. (2017) proposed a novel
3D-assisted coarse-to-fine extreme-pose facial landmark
detection system. For a given face image, the face bound-
ing box is first refined with landmark locations inferred
from a 3D face model generated by a Recurrent 3D
Regressor (R3R) at a coarse level. Then, another R3R is
employed to fit a 3D face model onto the 2D face image
cropped with the refined bounding box at fine-scale. 2D
landmark locations inferred from the fitted 3D face are
further adjusted with the popular 2D regression method,
i.e. LBF (Ren et al. 2014). The 3D-assisted coarse-to-fine
strategy and the 2D adjustment process explicitly ensure
both the robustness to extreme face poses and bound-
ing box disturbance and the accuracy towards pixel-level
landmark displacement.
– W. Wu The method in Wu and Yang (2017) explored intra-
dataset variation and inter-dataset variation to improve
face alignment in-the-wild. Intra-dataset variation refers
to bias in expression and head pose inside one certain
dataset, while inter-dataset variation refers to differ-
ent bias across different datasets. Model robustness can
be significantly improved by leveraging rich variations
within and between different datasets. More specifically,
Wu and Yang (2017) proposed a novel Deep Varia-
tion Leveraging Network (DVLN), which consists of
two strong coupling sub-networks, e.g., Dataset-Across
Network (DA-Net) and Candidate-Decision Network
(CD-Net). In particular, DA-Net takes advantage of dif-
ferent characteristics and distributions across different
datasets, while CD-Net makes a final decision on candi-
date hypotheses given by DA-Net to leverage variations
within one certain dataset.
3.3 Competition Results
The CED curves of all 68 landmarks for semi-frontal images
and all 39 landmarks for profile images are shown in Fig. 9.
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Table 3 Key statistics of the
performance of the participants
on profile faces (39-points
markup)
Methods Mean Std Median MAD Max error AUC0.05 Failure rate
Yang et al. (2017) 0.0172 0.0105 0.0150 0.0035 0.2490 0.6613 0.0077
He et al. (2017) 0.0247 0.0422 0.0179 0.0048 0.6280 0.5932 0.0355
Wu and Yang (2017) 0.0217 0.0131 0.0193 0.0044 0.2623 0.5802 0.0221
Feng et al. (2017) 0.0285 0.0367 0.0208 0.0057 0.4725 0.5268 0.0617
Xiao et al. (2017) 0.0290 0.0417 0.0209 0.0055 0.6327 0.5237 0.0612
Zadeh et al. (2017a) 0.0375 0.0630 0.0241 0.0071 0.7594 0.4604 0.0951
Chen et al. (2017) 0.0448 0.1162 0.0265 0.0058 1.3698 0.4259 0.0642
Shao et al. (2017) 0.0451 0.0636 0.0282 0.0088 0.7534 0.3891 0.1608
Bold value indicates best result
Fig. 10 Quantitative results (CED curves) on the interior landmarks of the test set of the Menpo 2D Benchmark for both semi-frontal (49-points)
(left) and profile (28-points) (right) facial images
The key error statistics of the CED curves for the semi-frontal
faces are summarised in Table 2, while the key statistics for
the profile faces are summarised in Table 3.
From the statistics and the curves, it is evident that in the
category of semi-frontal faces the first three entries (Yang
et al. 2017; He et al. 2017; Wu and Yang 2017) were quite
close. Nevertheless, in the category of the profile faces, the
method of Yang et al. (2017) was the clear winner. Overall,
the method of Yang et al. (2017) was the best performing
method in both semi-frontal and profile categories and is the
winner of the competition.
As it is customary in landmark evaluation papers (Sago-
nas et al. 2013, 2016), we also provide performance graphs
excluding the boundary landmarks for both semi-frontal and
profile faces. This corresponds to markups of 49 interior
Semi-frontal 2D landmarks and 28 interior Profile 2D land-
marks. The CED curves of these landmarks in semi-frontal
and profile categories are shown in Fig. 10. The correspond-
ing key error statistics are summarised in Tables 4 and 5. We
observe that the method of Yang et al. (2017) is still the best
performing method.
3.4 A New Strong Baseline for 2D Face Alignment
Since we organised the competition, we could not submit an
entry. Nevertheless, we have applied our recent method for
face alignment in the wild (Deng et al. 2017) on the Menpo
2D Benchmark. The method is based on hourglass archi-
tectures and multi-view training. Interestingly, despite our
method is relatively simple, it achieves an improved accu-
racy on the Menpo 2D Benchmark. Therefore, we consider
it as a new strong baseline. In this section, we briefly explain
the method and present its experimental results on this bench-
mark.
As an overview, our work in Deng et al. (2017) proposes
a coarse-to-fine joint multi-view deformable face fitting
method. The proposed method includes two steps: face region
normalisation and multi-view face alignment. Based on face
proposals (Zhang et al. 2016a), we train a small network
to estimate five landmarks which are then used to remove
the similarity transformation. Then, a multi-view Hourglass
model is trained to predict the response maps for all land-
marks (both 68 landmarks of semi-frontal markup, as well
as 39 landmarks of the profile markup). Finally, we train a
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Table 4 Key statistics of the
performance of the participants
on the interior landmarks of
semi-frontal faces (49-points
markup)
Methods Mean Std Median MAD Max error AUC0.05 Failure rate
Yang et al. (2017) 0.0097 0.0053 0.0087 0.0017 0.1719 0.8084 0.0022
He et al. (2017) 0.0117 0.0253 0.0093 0.0019 0.9520 0.7886 0.0079
Wu and Yang (2017) 0.0113 0.0085 0.0101 0.0019 0.4752 0.7778 0.0024
Kowalski et al. (2017) 0.0116 0.0147 0.0102 0.0018 0.6720 0.7765 0.0036
Chen et al. (2017) 0.0174 0.0724 0.0099 0.0021 1.2699 0.7746 0.0096
Xiao et al. (2017) 0.0132 0.0188 0.0110 0.0022 0.6411 0.7513 0.0066
Shao et al. (2017) 0.0139 0.0220 0.0115 0.0022 0.9590 0.7420 0.0084
Zadeh et al. (2017a) 0.0162 0.0319 0.0111 0.0026 0.9377 0.7200 0.0204
Feng et al. (2017) 0.0159 0.0164 0.0129 0.0029 0.3686 0.7007 0.0161
Bold value indicates best result
Table 5 Key statistics of the
performance of the participants
on the interior landmarks of
profile faces (28-points markup)
Methods Mean Std Median MAD Max error AUC0.05 Failure rate
Yang et al. (2017) 0.0136 0.0093 0.0110 0.0026 0.2162 0.7319 0.0036
He et al. (2017) 0.0201 0.0414 0.0132 0.0035 0.6380 0.6778 0.0257
Wu and Yang (2017) 0.0168 0.0109 0.0142 0.0034 0.2252 0.6709 0.0128
Xiao et al. (2017) 0.0233 0.0416 0.0154 0.0042 0.7073 0.6231 0.0509
Feng et al. (2017) 0.0236 0.0361 0.0161 0.0046 0.5141 0.6124 0.0483
Zadeh et al. (2017a) 0.0293 0.0632 0.0157 0.0046 0.8780 0.5990 0.0617
Chen et al. (2017) 0.0409 0.1181 0.0223 0.0051 1.3809 0.4954 0.0493
Shao et al. (2017) 0.0388 0.0636 0.0228 0.0079 0.7769 0.4756 0.1223
Bold value indicates best result
failure checker network based on the shape-indexed feature
which is extracted around each landmark predicted by the
multi-view Hourglass heatmap. Further details follow.
3.4.1 Face Region Normalisation
Taking the first and second networks from Zhang et al.
(2016a), we can get face proposals with high recall. Based
on these face proposals, we re-train the third network on the
ALFW (Köstinger et al. 2011) and CelebA (Liu et al. 2015)
datasets with multi-task loss (Zhang et al. 2016a). For each
face box i , the loss function is defined as:
L = L1(pi , p∗i ) + λ1 p∗i L2(ti , t∗i ) + λ2 p∗i L3(li , l∗i ), (19)
where pi is the probability of box i being a face; p∗i is a binary
indicator (1 for positive and 0 for negative examples); the
classification loss L1 is the softmax loss of two classes (face
/ non-face); ti = {tx , ty, tw, th}i and t∗i = {t∗x , t∗y , t∗w, t∗h }i
represent the coordinates of the predicted box and ground-
truth box correspondingly. li = {lx1, ly1 , . . . , lx5 , ly5}i and
l∗i = {l∗x1, l∗y1 , . . . , l∗x5 , l∗y5}i represent the predicted and
ground-truth five facial landmarks. The box and the land-
mark regression targets are normalised by the face size
of the ground-truth. We use L2(ti , t∗i ) = R(ti − t∗i ) and
L3(li , l∗i ) = Rv∗i (li − l∗i ) for the box and landmark regres-
sion loss, respectively, where R is the robust loss function
Fig. 11 The architecture of third cascade network. “Conv” means con-
volution, “MP” means max pooling, and N is the number of landmarks.
The step size in convolution and pooling is 1 and 2, respectively
(smooth-L1) defined in Girshick (2015). In Fig. 11, we give
the network structure of the third cascade network with multi-
task loss.
One core idea of our method is to incorporate a spatial
transformation (Jaderberg et al. 2015) which is responsible
for warping the original image into a canonical representa-
tion such that the later alignment task is simplified. Recent
work [e.g., (Tadmor et al. 2016)] has explored this idea on
face recognition and witnessed an improvement on the per-
formance. In Fig. 12, the five facial landmark localisation
network (Fig. 11) as the spatial transform layer is trained to
map the original image to the parameters of a warping func-
tion (e.g., a similarity transform), such that the subsequent
alignment network is evaluated on a translation, rotation and
scale invariant face image, therefore, potentially reducing
the trainable parameters as well as the difficulty in learn-
ing large pose variations. Since different training data are
used in face region normalisation [AFLW (Köstinger et al.
2011) and CelebA (Liu et al. 2015)] and multi-view align-
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Fig. 12 Face Region Normalisation. The five facial landmark locali-
sation network acts as the spatial transform layer and the subsequent
alignment network is evaluated on a translation, rotation and scale
invariant face image, therefore, potentially reducing the trainable
parameters as well as the difficulty in learning large pose variations
ment [300W (Sagonas et al. 2013) and Menpo 2D Benchmark
(Zafeiriou et al. 2017c)], end-to-end training of these two
networks with intermediate supervision on the face region
normalisation step is equal to step-wise training. Therefore,
we employ step-wise cascade structure, and the face region
normalisation step benefits from larger training data as anno-
tation of the five facial landmarks is much easier than dense
annotation.
3.4.2 Multi-view Hourglass Model
Hourglass (Newell et al. 2016) is designed based on Residual
blocks (He et al. 2016), which can be represented as follows:
xn+1 = H(xn) + F(xn, Wn), (20)
where xn and xn+1 are the input and output of the n-th unit,
and F is the stacked convolution, batch normalisation, and
ReLU non-linearity. Hourglass is a symmetric top-down and
bottom-up full convolutional network. The original signals
are branched out before each down-sampling step and com-
bined together before each up-sampling step to keep the
resolution information. n scale Hourglass is able to extract
features from the original scale to 1/2n scale and there is no
resolution loss in the whole network. The increasing depth
of network design helps to increase contextual region, which
incorporates global shape inference and increases robustness
when local observation is blurred.
Based on the Hourglass model (Newell et al. 2016), we for-
mulate the Multi-view Hourglass Model (MHM) which tries
to jointly estimate both semi-frontal (68 landmarks) and pro-
file (39 landmarks) face shapes. Unlike other methods which
employ distinct models, we try to capitalise on the corre-
spondences between the profile and frontal facial shapes. As
shown in Fig. 13, for each landmark on the profile face, the
nearest landmark on the frontal face is regarded as its cor-
responding landmark in the union set, thus we can form the
union landmark set with 68 landmarks. During the training,
we use the view status to select the corresponding response
maps for the loss computation.
Fig. 13 Multi-view Hourglass Model. First row: facial landmark con-
figuration for frontal (68 landmarks) and profile (39 landmarks) faces
(Zafeiriou et al. 2017c). We define a union landmark set with 68 land-
marks for frontal and profile shape. For each landmark on the profile
face, the nearest landmark on the frontal face is selected as the same
definition in the union set. Third row: landmark response maps for all
view faces. The response maps for semi-frontal faces (2nd and 4th)
benefit from the joint multi-view training
Fig. 14 The architecture of face classifier on the shape-indexed local
patches. “Conv” means convolution, “MP” means max pooling, and N
is the landmark number. The step size in convolution and pooling is 1
and 2, respectively
L = 1
N
N∑
n=1
⎛
⎝v∗n
∑
i j
∥∥mn(i, j) − m∗n(i, j)
∥∥2
2
⎞
⎠ , (21)
where mn(i, j) and m∗n(i, j) represent the estimated and the
ground-truth response maps at pixel location (i, j) for the n-
th landmark correspondingly, and vn ∈ {0, 1} is the indicator
to select the corresponding response map to calculate the final
loss. We can see from Fig. 13 that the semi-frontal response
maps (second and forth examples in third row) benefit from
the joint multi-view training, and the proposed method is
robust and stable under large pose variations.
Based on the multi-view response maps, we extract shape-
indexed patch (24 × 24) around each predicted landmark
from the down-sampled face image (128 × 128). As shown
in Fig. 14, a small classification network is trained to classify
face/non-face. This classifier is employed as a failure checker
for deformable face tracking.
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Fig. 15 Landmark localisation results on the Menpo 2D benchmark: comparison of our method (Deng et al. 2017) with the best three entries of
Menpo 2D Challenge. Accuracy is reported as Cumulative Error Distribution of RMS point-to-point error normalised with the diagonal of the
ground-truth bounding box
3.4.3 Experimental Results
We train the proposed multi-view Hourglass model on the
300W dataset (Sagonas et al. 2013) and the Menpo 2D dataset
(Zafeiriou et al. 2017c), where faces are manually annotated
with either Semi-frontal 2D (68) or Profile 2D (39) land-
marks. The training set of the 300W dataset consists of the
LFPW trainset (Belhumeur et al. 2013), the Helen trainset (Le
et al. 2012) and the AFW dataset (Zhu and Ramanan 2012),
hence, a total of 3148 images are available. The Menpo 2D
dataset (Zafeiriou et al. 2017c) consists of 5658 semi-frontal
face images and 1906 profile face images.
The training of the proposed multi-view Hourglass model
follows a similar design as in the Hourglass Model (Newell
et al. 2016). Before the training, several pre-processing steps
are undertaken. We firstly remove scale, rotation and transla-
tion differences by five facial landmarks among the training
face images (referred as the spatial transformer step), then
crop and resize the face regions to 256 × 256. We augment
the data with rotation (+/− 30◦), scaling (0.75–1.25), and
translation (+/− 20 pixels) that would help simulate the vari-
ations from face detector and five landmark localisation. The
full network starts with a 7 × 7 convolutional layer with
stride 2, followed by a residual module and a round of max
pooling to bring the resolution down from 256 to 64, as it
could save GPU memory while preserving alignment accu-
racy. The network is trained using Tensorflow (Abadi et al.
2016) with an initial learning rate of 10−4, a batch size of
12, and learning steps of 100k. The Mean Squared Error
(MSE) loss is applied to compare the predicted heatmaps to
the ground-truth heatmaps. Each training step takes 1.2 s on
one NVIDIA GTX Titan X (Pascal) GPU card. During test-
ing, face regions are cropped and resized to 256 × 256, and
it takes 12.21 ms to generate the response maps.
On the test set of Menpo 2D Benchmark (Zafeiriou et al.
2017c), we compare our method with the best three entries
(Yang et al. 2017; He et al. 2017; Wu and Yang 2017) of
the Menpo 2D Challenge. In Fig. 15, we draw the curve of
cumulative error distribution on semi-frontal and profile test
sets, separately. The proposed method has similar perfor-
mance to the best-performing methods in semi-frontal faces.
Nevertheless, it outperforms the best-performing method in
profile faces. Despite that result on profile data is worse than
that on semi-frontal data, both of the fitting errors of our
method are remarkably small, approaching 1.48% and 1.27%
for profile and semi-frontal faces respectively. In Fig. 16, we
give some fitting examples on the Menpo 2D test set. As we
can see from the alignment results, the proposed multi-view
hourglass model is robust under varying poses, exaggerated
expressions, heavy occlusions and sharp illuminations on
both semi-frontal and profile subset.
In Fig. 17, we also provide some alignment examples
with largest errors predicted by the proposed method on the
Menpo 2D semi-frontal and profile dataset. As we can see
from these extremely challenging examples, most of the land-
mark localisation failures occur when local facial appearance
is occluded thus the local feature is heavily interfered. When
two or more challenging factors (e.g. large pose, exaggerated
expression, heavy occlusion and sharp illumination) occur
together, the localisation results turn out to be not robust and
accurate, and there is still space to improve the performance
of the in-the-wild 2D face alignment.
3.5 Development of 2D Face Alignment
It is worth mentioning that, in the first (Sagonas et al. 2013)
and second (Sagonas et al. 2016) runs of 300W competition,
there were very few competing methods (Zhou et al. 2013;
Fan and Zhou 2016) that applied deep learning methods to
the problem of face alignment. The state of the art at that time
was revolving around feature-based Active Shape Model
(ASM) (Milborrow and Nicolls 2014), Active Appearance
Model (AAM) (Antonakos et al. 2015; Alabort-i Medina
and Zafeiriou 2016) and Constrained Local Model (CLM)
(Cristinacce and Cootes 2006; Saragih et al. 2011), as well
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Fig. 16 Example landmark localisation results on the test set of the Menpo 2D benchmark. a Menpo semi-frontal, b Menpo profile
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Fig. 17 Alignment examples with largest errors predicted by the proposed joint multi-view alignment method on the Menpo 2D semi-frontal and
profile dataset. a Menpo 2D semi-frontal, b Menpo 2D profile
as cascade regression architectures (Xiong and De la Torre
2013; Cao et al. 2014b; Asthana et al. 2014; Yan et al. 2013;
Deng et al. 2016). In the 300VW competition, there was no
deep learning entry. Furthermore, the competing methods
of 300VW revolved around cascade regression (Yang et al.
2015), CLM (Saragih et al. 2011) and Deformable Part-based
Model (DPM) (Zhu and Ramanan 2012).
On contrary, recent state-of-the-art methods on 2D face
alignment (Trigeorgis et al. 2016; Güler et al. 2017) exten-
sively employ deep learning methodologies to improve the
robustness of the in-the-wild face alignment model. The sig-
nificant change of the landscape is also reflected in the Menpo
2D Challenge, as all of the participating methods are apply-
ing deep learning methodologies to the problem. This is
attributed to the success of the recent deep architectures such
as ResNets (He et al. 2016) and stacked Hourglasses models
(Newell et al. 2016), as well as to the availability of a large
amount of training data.
On the semi-frontal test set of Menpo 2D Benchmark
(Zafeiriou et al. 2017c), we compare some representative
classic approaches [e.g. CLM (Cristinacce and Cootes 2006),
AAM (Tzimiropoulos and Pantic 2013; Cootes et al. 2001),
CEM (Belhumeur et al. 2013) and SDM (Xiong and De la
Torre 2013; Deng et al. 2016)] with the best three entries
(Yang et al. 2017; He et al. 2017; Wu and Yang 2017) of the
Menpo 2D Challenge as well as the proposed joint multi-
view alignment method. As we can see from the CED curves
in Fig. 18, it is obvious that recent deep convolutional feature
based methods outperform the classic approaches by a large
margin. M3C S R (Deng et al. 2016), which is an improved
version of SDM (Xiong and De la Torre 2013) and the cham-
pion method of the 300W challenge (Sagonas et al. 2016),
only obtains the Normalised Mean Error (NME) of 2.17%.
By contrast, the best performed method (Yang et al. 2017)
achieves the NME of 1.2%.
4 Menpo 3D Challenge
Similarly to the Menpo 2D Challenge that was presented in
the previous section, this section provides a detailed presen-
tation of the Menpo 3D Challenge, in terms of the evaluation
metrics used, the participants and the results of the chal-
lenge. Finally, we conclude this section by presenting our
proposed method for 3D landmark localisation, which was
not included in the challenge since we were the organisers.
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Fig. 18 Recent state-of-the-art methods versus classic approaches on
the Menpo 2D semi-frontal test set. Accuracy is reported as Cumula-
tive Error Distribution of RMS point-to-point error normalised with the
diagonal of the ground-truth bounding box
Please note that we organised the Menpo 3D Challenge in
conjunction with ICCV 2017 conference.
4.1 EvaluationMetrics
For assessing the performance of the submissions, we were
once again based the standard evaluation metric, which is
the normalised point-to-point error (Eq. 17). For the 3DA-2D
landmarks, we used exactly the same evaluation metric and
same diagonal-based normalisation as for the Semi-frontal
2D landmarks of the Menpo 2D challenge. For 3D landmarks,
we used the point-to-point error in the 3D space of the model,
where the scale is in cm of the normalised mean face, which
corresponds to the scale of an average adult.
4.2 Participants
During the challenge, we provided approximately 12k static
images with 3DA-2D and 3D landmarks, as well as approx-
imately 90 training videos annotated with the proposed
procedure. The training data have been provided to over 25
groups from all over the world. A tight schedule (a week) was
provided to return the results on the test set. The test set com-
prises of 110 videos with 1000 frames each. The evaluation
was performed in the 30 most challenging videos. Results for
3DA-2D landmarks localisation have been returned by three
groups, while results for 3D landmarks have been returned
by one group only. In the following, we will briefly describe
each participating method.
– D. Crispell The method in Crispell and Bazik (2017)
proposed an efficient and fully automatic method for 3D
face shape and pose estimation in the unconstrained 2D
images. More specifically, the proposed method jointly
estimates a dense set of 3D landmarks and facial geome-
try using a single pass of a modified version of the popular
“U-Net” neural network architecture. In addition, the 3D
Morphable Model (3DMM) parameters are directly pre-
dicted by using the estimated 3D landmarks and geometry
as constraints in a linear system.
– A. Zadeh The method in Zadeh et al. (2017b) pro-
posed to apply an extension of the popular Constrained
Local Model (CLM), the so-called Convolutional Experts
(CE)-CLM for the problem of 3DA-2D facial land-
mark detection. The important module of CE-CLM is a
novel convolutional local detector that brings together the
advantages of neural architectures and mixtures. In order
to further improve the performance on 3D face tracking,
the authors use two complementary networks alongside
CE-CLM: a network that maps the output of CE-CLM
to 84 landmarks called Adjustment Network, and a Deep
Residual Network called Correction Networks that learns
dataset specific corrections for CE-CLM.
– P. Xiong The method in Xiong et al. (2017) proposed
a two-stage shape regression method by combining the
powerful local heatmap regression and global shape
regression. This method is based on the popular stacked
Hourglass network which is used to generate a set of
heatmaps for each 3D shape point. Since these heatmaps
are independent to each other, a hierarchical attention
mechanism is applied from global to local heatmaps into
the network, in order to model the correlations among
neighbouring regions. Then, all these heatmaps along-
side the input aligned image are processed by a deep
residual network to further learn the global features and
produce the final smooth 3D shape.
4.3 Competition Results
As already mentioned, all three participants submitted results
for 3DA-2D landmark localisation, whereas only Zadeh et al.
(Crispell and Bazik 2017) submitted additional results for 3D
landmark localisation. The CED curves for 3DA-2D and 3D
landmarks are summarised in Fig. 19. We observe that, in
the case of 3DA-2D landmarks, the best performing method
was the method of Xiong et al. (2017). For pure 3D face
tracking, the only method that competed in this category was
the method of Zadeh (Crispell and Bazik 2017).
4.4 A New Strong Baseline for 3D Face Alignment
Since we organised the Menpo 3D competition, we could not
submit an entry. However, as in the case of Menpo 2D com-
petition, we have applied another our recent method (Deng
et al. 2018) for localising the 3DA-2D landmarks of the
Menpo 3D Benchmark. This method extends our previous
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Fig. 19 a CED curves for the 3DA-2D landmark localisation. b CED curves for the pure 3D landmark localisation (the only group that has sent
results for this category was the method of Zadeh Crispell and Bazik (2017)). a Menpo 3DA-2D, b Menpo 3D
method (Deng et al. 2017) to the case of 3D landmarks and
uses joint 2D and 3DA-2D landmark supervision. This exten-
sion retains the simplicity and very good performance of the
method of Deng et al. (2017), therefore we consider it as a
new strong baseline for 3D landmark localisation. In the fol-
lowing, we briefly present our approach and its results on the
Menpo 3D benchmark.
4.4.1 Cascade Multi-view Hourglass Model
As shown in Fig. 20, we propose the Cascade Multi-view
Hourglass Model (CMHM) for 3DA-2D face alignment, in
which two Hourglass models are cascaded with intermedi-
ate supervision from 2D and 3DA-2D facial landmarks. For
the 2D face alignment, we capitalise on the correspondences
between the frontal and profile facial shapes and utilise the
Multi-view Hourglass Model (Sect. 3.4) which jointly esti-
mates both semi-frontal and profile 2D facial landmarks.
Based on the 2D alignment results, a similarity transforma-
tion step is employed (in Fig. 21), and another Hourglass
model is performed on the normalised face image to esti-
mate the 3DA-2D facial landmarks. To improve the model
capacity and compress the computational complexity of the
Hourglass model, we replace the bottleneck block with the
parallel and multi-scale Inception block and construct the
Inception-ResNet block (Szegedy et al. 2017) as shown in
Fig. 22.
Fig. 20 Cascade Multi-view Hourglass Model for 2D and 3DA-2D face
alignment
Fig. 21 2D alignment acts as a further spatial transform network for
3DA-2D alignment
Fig. 22 a ResNet and b Inception-ResNet blocks to construct Hourglass
model
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Fig. 23 CED curves on the Menpo 3D tracking testset
4.4.2 Experimental Results
We train the proposed Cascade Multi-view Hourglass Model
on the image training sets of Menpo 2D and Menpo 3D
benchmarks. The training of the proposed method follows
a similar design as the Multi-view Hourglass Model for 2D
landmark localisation (Deng et al. 2017). According to the
centre and size of the bounding box provided by the face
detector (Zhang et al. 2016a), each face region is cropped
and scaled to 256 × 256. To improve the robustness of our
method, we increase the number of training examples by
randomly perturbing the ground-truth image with a differ-
ent combination of rotation (+/− 45◦), scaling (0.75–1.25),
and translation (+/− 20 pixels). The full network starts with a
7×7 convolutional layer with stride 2, followed by a residual
module and a round of max pooling to bring the resolution
down from 256 to 64, as it could reduce GPU memory usage
while preserving alignment accuracy. The network is trained
using Tensorflow with an initial learning rate of 10−4, a batch
size of 8, and 100k learning steps. We drop the learning rate
to 10−5 after 20 epochs. The Mean Squared Error (MSE)
loss is applied to compare the predicted heatmaps to the
ground-truth heatmaps. Each training step takes 1.02 s on
one NVIDIA GTX Titan X (Pascal). During testing, face
regions are cropped and resized to 256 × 256, and it takes
20.76 ms to generate the response maps. By contrast, the
baseline method, two-stack Hourglass model (Newell et al.
2016), takes 24.42 ms to generate the response maps.
To track the 3DA-2D landmarks in the videos of Menpo
3D benchmark, we perform a frame-by-frame tracking on
the video. Specifically, we always initialise the next frame
by the previous facial bounding box unless there is a fitting
failure, in which case, a face detector (Zhang et al. 2016a)
would be called to re-initialise. The fitting failure is judged
by the failure checker as proposed in Sect. 3.4.
Table 6 3DA-2D alignment results on the Menpo 3D tracking testset
Method AUC FR (%)
Our method 0.7977 1.68
Baseline 0.7605 2.35
Xiong et al. (2017) 0.7935 3.38
Zadeh et al. (2017b) 0.7187 1.83
Crispell and Bazik (2017) 0.7617 1.61
Bold value indicates best result
Fig. 24 Example results of our method on the Menpo-3D tracking
testset
We expand the Menpo 3D Challenge results on 3DA-2D
landmark tracking by including our method (CMHM) as well
as the two-stack Hourglass model of Newell et al. (2016),
which we consider as the “Baseline” method. Figure 23
reports the Cumulative Error Distribution (CED) curves, and
Table 6 reports the Area Under the Curve (AUC) and Fail-
ure Rate (FR). We observe from the Table 6 that CMHM
obtains a clear improvement (3.72% in AUC) over the base-
line two-stack Hourglass model (Newell et al. 2016), and it
also achieves the best performance (AUC = 0.7977, FR =
1.68%), which is slightly better than the challenge winner
(Xiong et al. 2017), considering that they combined the local
heatmap regression and global shape regression. We believe
such good performance comes from the robustness of our
response maps under large pose variations. This can be visu-
ally observed in Fig. 24, where we select some frames from
the Menpo 3D tracking testset and plot their corresponding
response maps as well as 3DA-2D alignment results. It is
evident that the responses remain clear and evident across
different poses.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented two new benchmarks for training and
assessing the performance of landmark localisation algo-
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rithms in a wide range of poses. More specifically, the Menpo
2D dataset provides different landmark configurations for
semi-frontal and profile faces based on the visible land-
marks, thus making the 2D face alignment full-pose. By
contrast, the Menpo 3D dataset provides a combined land-
mark configuration for both semi-frontal and profile faces
based on the correspondence with a 3D face model, thus
making face alignment not only full-pose but also corre-
sponding to the real-world 3D space. We introduced an
elaborate semi-automatic methodology for providing high-
quality annotations for both the Menpo 2D and 3D datasets.
The new benchmarks offer a large number of annotated train-
ing and test images for both semi-frontal and profile faces,
which helps to boost the performance of 2D and 3DA-2D
face alignment under large pose variations.
The state-of-the-art in face landmark localisation 6–
7 years ago revolved around variations of Active Shape
Models (ASMs), Active Appearance Models (AAMs) and
Constrained Local Models (CLMs). Such methods exhib-
ited good generalisation capabilities with few training data.
Thanks to the availability of large amount of data and descrip-
tive features such as HoG and SIFT, the state of the art moved
towards discriminative methods such as cascade regression.
Cascade regression methodologies dominated the field for
around 3 years. The main bulk of recent work on cascade
regression revolved around how to partition the search space
so that to find good updates for various initialisation (Xiong
and De la Torre 2015; Zhu et al. 2015). This competition
shows that the landscape of facial landmark localisation has
changed drastically in the last 2 years. That is, the current
trend in landmark localisation, as in many computer vision
tasks, involves the application of elaborate deep learning
architectures to the problem. This was made feasible due
to the large availability of training data, as well as due
to recent breakthroughs in deep learning. The Menpo 2D
and 3D competitions showed that elaborate deep learning
approaches, such as Hourglass networks, achieve striking
performance in facial landmark localisation. Furthermore,
such fully convolutional architectures are very robust to
initialisation/cropping of the face. Based on the Hourglass
networks, we provide a unified solution, named Cascade
Multi-view Hourglass Model (CMHM), to the 2D and 3D
landmark localisation. The proposed method obtains state-
of-the-art performance on the Menpo 2D and Menpo 3D
datasets.
A crucial question that remains to be answered is “How far
are we from solving the problem of face alignment?”. From
the competition results, it is evident that large improvement
has been achieved during the past few years. Nevertheless,
for 10% to 15% of the images, the performance is still unsat-
isfactory. Especially when two or more challenging factors
(e.g. large pose, exaggerated expression, heavy occlusion and
sharp illumination) occur together, the alignment results turn
out to be not robust and accurate enough because local facial
appearance is occluded thus the local observation is conse-
quently inaccurate.
Arguably, the most interesting question that should be
answered is the following “Is the current performance good
enough?”. Since face alignment is a means to an end of the
question, this question could have various answers depending
on the application. That is, the current performance could be
satisfactory to conduct image normalisation for face recogni-
tion, but not for the recognition of complex emotional states
or high-quality facial motion capture. In order to answer these
questions, the community need to develop benchmarks that
contain images/videos with dense annotations that can also
be used for other facial analysis tasks.
Since many efforts have been devoted to sparse facial land-
mark localisation and great advances have been achieved
during the last two decades, we are also interested in the
question “What is the probable future research direction in
face alignment?”. The most promising moving direction of
this field might be defining and evaluating methods for pre-
dicting ultra-dense face correspondence, a dense version of
the face alignment task (Güler et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2017;
Feng et al. 2018). However, the main challenge of defining
the dense face alignment in the wild is that the ground truth
cannot be obtained from special devices (e.g. 3DMD) like
the controlled environment or manually annotated from the
2D images but can only be automatically generated by high
accurate 3D face model fitting. We will try to define and
evaluate dense face alignment in the future.
Regarding licensing. The Menpo challenge further extends
already existed databases and benchmarks. In particular, (a)
Menpo builds upon 300W and 300VW (which includes parts
of LFW, Helen, etc.), hence the user should adhere to the
licensing terms of 300W and 300VW (Sagonas et al. 2013;
Shen et al. 2015) and (b) uses images from FDDB (Jain and
Learned-Miller 2010) and AFLW (Koestinger et al. 2011),
hence the user should adhere to the licensing terms of FDDB
and AFLW, as well.
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